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MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN
The implementation of the new 2025 strategy for IPC, endorsed by the IPC members back in 2017,
was a key priority in 2018. The main objective of the strategy is to keep posts relevant beyond 2025.

The IPC 2025 strategy is built on
the members’ belief that a joint and
committed approach, which relies on
the strengths of IPC, will maximise their
chances to reinforce their position in
tomorrow’s markets. It aims at sustaining
the posts’ strengths in the face of mail
volume decline, increasing competition
and market disruption. It also looks at
how to allow posts to fully benefit from
the growth of cross-border e-commerce
and remain the foremost player in the
e-commerce delivery market. The strategy
outlines a roadmap from 2017 until 2025,
aiming to make full use of existing IPC
assets, extend current services and
develop new solutions.

I am particularly
pleased to see
INTERCONNECT
volumes
reach over 4m
tracked items
per month,
representing a
400% increase
since December
2017.

Important measures have been taken
throughout 2018 to enable IPC and its
members to fully realise the potential of
the strategy. New permanent councils
for business- and IT-related matters were
successfully launched to improve interaction with members.
The Proactive Performance Management service was launched,
with the aim to improve the management of cross-border
operations and data on the ground.
Overall, IPC has reinforced communication about its services
through member posts to ensure maximum usage of

existing solutions. A significant increase
in the use of IPC services is already
visible. I am particularly pleased to see
INTERCONNECT volumes reach over 4m
tracked items per month, representing a
400% increase since December 2017.
INTERCONNECT is cementing its place as
one of the key pillars of the overall postal
strategy to reinforce competitiveness on
cross-border e-commerce markets.
IPC is also continuing to innovate in
order to respond to the needs of member
posts and their customers. The Dynamic
Merchant Platform, which aims to enable
e-retailers to integrate the full suite of
postal cross-border delivery solutions, and
the Postal Delivery Duties Paid (PDDP)
service, which would support payment of
all taxes and charges from the moment
of purchase, are two strong examples of
these innovations.

Significant progress has been accomplished in 2018 and
as Chairman of the IPC Board, I would like to congratulate
everyone at IPC for all the work so far. I am confident that IPC
is on the right path and that it remains an essential platform for
posts to enhance cross-border performance and reap the full
benefits of e-commerce.
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MESSAGE FROM
THE CEO
This year marks the 30th anniversary of IPC, signalling 30 years of joint efforts by our member posts
to enhance cross-border performance and quality through synergies and cooperation. Although the
postal market has changed radically, IPC’s mission remains the same. Throughout the years, IPC has
adapted to evolving market conditions and is continuously innovating its services to be able to provide
members with the solutions they need. Our anniversary should not be an opportunity to contemplate
the past, but to look at challenges and trends ahead for the next 30 years and explore new ways to
cooperate in the future. How will sustainability and climate change affect postal delivery? What will
be the impact of further digitalisation and automatisation on postal operations? These are only a few
examples of challenges that we may have to face in the next decade in the general context of a growing
and ageing population globally. This Annual Review will give you an overview of our milestones in 2018.

Building on the IPC 2025 strategy, we have witnessed an
increase in the scope and the usage of IPC services, within
member posts and beyond. IPC has continued to enhance
its existing services and develop new solutions to help our
members fully meet the expectations of e-retailers and their
customers. This is prominently seen in the INTERCONNECT
network which has continued to increase throughout 2018 to
now reach an average of over 4m tracked items per month.
This can also be seen in services including the IPC Common
Returns Platform, which hit a new record of 3m items returned
through the platform in 2018, demonstrating the increasing
success of this IPC solution.
The IPC Pallet Box has also continued its success, expanding
its membership to several posts, covering France, Germany,
the Netherlands, Switzerland, UK, Luxembourg and Ireland.
IPC Pallet Box usage increased by 35% in 2018, with 135,000
Pallet Boxes exchanged against 100,000 in 2017.
These are only a few examples of the 42 services and the 25
applications that IPC is running, supported by a solid and
robust data infrastructure.
Alongside IPC celebrating its anniversary, two other services
are also celebrating important milestones.

The IPC created customer service system – which has
evolved into the Global Customer Service System (GCSS) –
will celebrate 20 years in operation. The service has played
an important role to enhance cross-border customer services,
underpinning key international barcoded or tracked postal
products, such as UPU parcels, PRIME, EMS, KPG, EPG and
INTERCONNECT.
Finally, coinciding with the theme of the Annual Conference
2019, the IPC Environmental Measurement and Monitoring
System (EMMS) just reached another important target.
Together with the celebration of the programme’s tenth
anniversary, posts participating in the programme have now
reached their Carbon Management Proficiency (CMP) target
initially set for 2020.
Ten years after the start of the programme, participating posts
have successfully reduced their emissions and have saved
more than 15.3m tonnes of carbon emissions – an equivalent
of €1.74bn – through cuts in fuel and electricity reduction.
It is through this initiative that the postal industry has been
recognised as one of the first sectors to have taken a proactive
approach to climate change and sustainability.
It is also an encouraging illustration of the results that can be
achieved when working together. I strongly believe that by
reinforcing cooperation at global level, posts will be in a position
to successfully meet the challenges ahead for the next 30 years.
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30 YEARS OF SERVING
THE POSTAL INDUSTRY
International Post Corporation (IPC) is the leading service provider of the global postal industry
that provides leadership by driving service quality, interoperability and business-critical intelligence
to support posts in defending existing business and expanding into new growth areas. It is a
cooperative association of 23 member postal operators in Asia Pacific, Europe and North America.
IPC’s 42 services and more than 25 applications are used by over 180 posts worldwide. Since 1989
IPC has set standards for upgrading quality and service performance and developed technological
solutions that help members enhance service for international letters, packets and parcels. IPC
engages in industry research, creates business-critical intelligence, provides a range of platforms and
programmes for member post CEOs and senior management to exchange best practices and discuss
strategy. IPC also manages the system for incentive-based payments between postal operators.

23

members
worldwide

An Post, Australia Post, bpost, Correos,
CTT Portugal Post, Cyprus Post, Deutsche
Post DHL Group, Hellenic Post – ELTA,
Iceland Post, Le Groupe La Poste, Magyar
Posta, New Zealand Post, Posten Norge,
Österreichische Post, Poste Italiane,
Posti Group, POST Luxembourg, PostNL,
PostNord, Royal Mail Group, Swiss Post,
United States Postal Service
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180+

postal operators to which
IPC provides services

follow us on LinkedIn:
International Post Corporation
follow us on Twitter:
@IntPostCorp

Members
Non members using IPC services
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STRUCTURE AND REVENUES

Organisation chart
Chairman of the Board
Dag Mejdell
Chief Executive Officer
Holger Winklbauer
Director,
Operations
Liam O’Sullivan

Director,
Technology
Dirk Gloeckner

Director,
Finance & HR
Chris Kalla-Bishop

2018 Revenues

€27.33m

Operations and
Technology

€1.92m

Creating
Intelligence

€3.41m

€0.87m

€1.67m

€3.61m

Intercompany Pricing Providing Platforms
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Service
Excellence

INTERCONNECT

IPC 2025 STRATEGY
The postal sector is changing drastically, creating
Challenges

Opportunities

Letter mail is declining – 50% or more by 2030

Posts are trusted brands in their home markets

The B2C delivery market is changing and becoming
increasingly competitive, while posts are losing their
share of growth

Cross-border e-commerce set to grow 25% per year
– even more in Asia
Linking the domestic networks of the posts – which
are already best fit for low-cost delivery – to offer a
strong cross-border network

Disruptive technologies are changing postal business
models, bearing high business risks

How can posts renew their business?

Stay relevant

Posts should move more effectively into the e-commerce market with a stronger customer focus

Comprehensive
business model
addressing
consumer needs

State-of-theart infrastructure
serving new
market demands

Joint crossborder postal
networks and
initiatives

Cooperative
platforms
to improve
performance

IPC provides solutions and platforms to support posts’ competitiveness
Stimulate
postal
transformation
driven by businesscritical market
research

IPC

Jointly
develop
new postal
e-commerce
features and
services

Increasing
the efficiency
of the posts
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30 YEARS OF HIGHLIGHTS

• IPC founded with 19
member posts

1989

• Posten AB joins IPC
membership
• IPC begin monitoring
service quality of EMS
items

1990

• PostNL joins IPC
membership
• IPC begins tracking EMS
items

1991

• Start of the
Internet

• IPC begins research
into direct mail
• IPC installs its first Mail
Registration Device
• IPC holds its first Best
Practice Seminar on
absence management

2007

• The first iPhone is
released

• IPC’s Future of Mail by
Air (FoMbA) initiative
begins, bringing
together posts and
airlines
• IPC publishes its
first Performance
Comparison Report

2006

• Twitter is founded

2005

• Fully autonomous
vehicles complete
in the 100km
DARPA Grand
Challenge for the
first time

2002

• Correos y Telégrafos
joins IPC membership

1992

• IPC Sprinter Network
begins
• Eastern European
posts join the UNEX™
measurement

• Swiss Post joins IPC
membership

1993

• IPC begins operating
the Tray Pool
• Start of IPC Customer
Service System
supporting EMS &
PRIME

• UNEX™ begins end-toend quality of service
monitoring system

1994

• Amazon is
founded

2001

• Deutsche Post
DHL Group trials
Packstation

• The first IPC website is
launched
• The first edition of the
IPC Postal Regulatory
Database is released

2000

• USB sticks
available for
commercial use

• IPC launches the
Certificate of Excellence
• Launch of the IPC
Customer Service
System, which will later
become GCSS

1999

• Alibaba is
launched

• Magyar Posta joins
IPC’s membership
• 16 post join IPC’s first
REIMS Terminal Dues
agreement
• 10 posts join together to
form EPG
• CAPE Vision launched
• Österreichische Post AG
joins IPC membership

• Start of PRIME network
• IPC becomes sole
manager of EPG
• 16 members sign the
REIMS II Terminal Dues
agreement
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1995

1997

• eBay.com
launched

• Nokia releases
its 6110 mobile
phone model
• The first EU
Postal Directive
is implemented

• The launch of the
IPC Environmental
Measurement and
Monitoring (EMMS)
system
• Launch of the IPC
Regulatory Portal
• The first IPC Global Postal
Industry Report released

2008

• The first edition of
the IPC EDI brochure
is released, in close
collaboration with IATA
and UPU

2009

• IPC launches the Easy
Returns Platform
• The IPC Bag Pool enters
into service

2010

• The first IPC Drivers’
Challenge is held in
Montpellier, France
• IPC’s EMMS programme
is extended into South
America and Africa
• IPC develops the
Forecasting and
Booking Tool (IFABS)

2011

• IPC creates
INTERCONNECT

2013

• The REIMS V Agreement
enters into force and
is signed by 21 postal
operators

2012

• INTERCONNECT
reaches 4m items a
month
• The Returns platform
hits a new record with
3m items returned
• IPC launches the
Dynamic Merchant
Platform

2018

• IPC and the Universal
Postal Union (UPU)
agree on an enhanced
cooperation for the
development of the
global postal sector
• The second edition of
the IPC EDI Guide is
released
• IPC Shareholders
endorse the IPC 2025
strategy
• The IPC Dynamic
Merchant Platform is
launched

2017

• IPC Pallet Box released
• IPC signs a partnership
agreement with the UN
Framework Convention
on Climate Change
(UNFCCC)
• IPC Data Hub reaches
5bn data feeds in its
first year of operation

2016

• The General
Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)
is introduced

• Airbnb is
founded

• First Alibaba
Singles’ day
shopping event
• Bitcoin is
invented

• Google Glass
launched

• The first version of the
Common Central Data
Store is released
• The Harmonised Label
is released
• INTERCONNECT
Tracking and
INTERCONNECT
STROBE are released

• IPC celebrates its 25th
anniversary

2015

• First Apple Watch
launched
• Google
starts testing
autonomous
vehicles on public
roads

2014

• Amazon starts
rolling out
warehousing
robots
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2018 TIMELINE
January
IPC releases the results of the 2017 edition of the IPC Cross-Border E-commerce Shopper Survey.

POST Luxembourg joins the IPC Pallet Box network.

February
The IPC Postal Regulatory Database was released covering 51 countries worldwide.

March
The Office of Exchange in Reykjavik, Iceland was re-certified as part of the IPC Certification of Excellence service.
IPC UNEX™ results show that for the second year, performance levels have dropped below the European Union’s speed
objective of 85% intra-EU mail delivery within three days of posting.

April
The Office of Exchange in Luxembourg was re-certified as an Office of Exchange following an independent assessment.
IPC concludes its fifth Drivers’ Challenge which was hosted in Estoril, Portugal. The winner of the competition was CTT
Portugal Post.

IPC presented at the Global Symposium on the topic of “Driving Sustainability through Leadership – in the postal and
logistics sector”.

May
Two Offices of Exchanges in Lisbon, Portugal and Milan, Italy were re-certified following an independent assessment.
IPC hold its Annual Conference in Vancouver, Canada under the theme of “Disruptive Postal Business Models”.
IPC collaborated with UPU to host a webinar on environmental data collection.

IPC launches the Dynamic Merchant Platform.
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July
An Post joins the IPC Pallet Box network.

September
The Office of Exchange in Athens, Greece was re-certified following an independent assessment.
IPC updates its Direct Marketing Guide.

October
The Office of Exchange in Brussels was re-organised and pre-re-assessed.
IPC celebrates World Post Day by creating a social media challenge with postal operators around the world
An IPC Mail Registration Device (MRD) was installed in both Riga and Bucharest Airports.
The EDI Guide has been released in French, making the publication available in English, French and Russian.

The second edition of the IPC Service Catalogue was released.

November
IPC and UPU collaborate to host an open webinar for postal operators around the world on sustainability. The webinar
was attended by 14 postal operators from Europe, Africa and the Asia-Pacific regions.

IPC releases its tenth Sustainability Report.

December
The sixth edition of the IPC Drivers’ Challenge is announced to take place in the Netherlands. The event will take place
in November 2019.
INTERCONNECT reaches 4.6m tracked items.

IPC Returns platform reaches 3m items returned throughout the year.

IPC ANNUAL REVIEW 2018
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THE EVOLUTION OF LETTER MAIL

UPHOLDING THE
QUALITY OF MAIL

In 1989, letter mail
was still largely handled
manually.
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In 2050, will mail sorting be
completely automatised or
handled by augmented reality?

Although traditional letter mail continues to decline, trends from the latest IPC Global Postal Industry
Report show that letter mail is declining at a slower pace thanks to the growth in small and lightweight
e-commerce packets. On the other side, the rapid increase of these small packets going through the
letter mail network is a challenge for postal operators who have to optimise the postal process to keep
up with quality requirements. Optimising performance is a key priority for IPC.

Ensuring quality within the postal sector
In a cross-border network, every Office of Exchange is a key
link in the delivery chain and it is essential that they all adhere
to the same standards of quality. Ensuring these standards
are met is the objective of IPC Certificates of Excellence in
the Management and Processing of International Priority
Products. Offices of Exchange are assessed by teams of
independent auditors.
The main criteria for assessment relate to: quality management;
organisation and resource management; interface relationships
with international partners, carriers and handlers at both the
Offices of Exchange and Airmail Units, as well as EDI messages
and data compliance.

In 2018, the IPC Certificates of Excellence revised both the
methodology and checklist for the certification processes to
ensure that the process remains relevant in times of change
within the postal industry. In 2018, five Offices of Exchange
were recertified: Reykjavik, Luxembourg, Lisbon, Milan and
Athens. Mid-term self-assessments were carried out in Vienna
and Hall in Tirol, Melbourne MGF, Sydney SGF, Dublin and Oslo.
Pre-assessment assistance visits were made to Budapest and
Brussels.
In 2019, the team started using a revised checklist in
assessments of Offices of Exchange. Sixteen Offices are
currently planned for assessment in 2019.

The assessment is independent and encourages postal
operators to strive for excellence.

Measuring mail performance
Measuring the speed, reliability and efficiency of the postal
process is essential in providing postal quality of service
management. By implementing a service level which posts
need to achieve and maintain, a reliable and consistent postal
delivery service can be ensured. The IPC UNEX™ measurement
modules offer to the participating posts, solutions to measure
their key indicators, identify where bottlenecks may appear in
the postal pipeline and monitor the effect of previous changes
in the postal process.

and closed down and the new UNEX™ 2018 contract and its
distinctive modules were established.

In 2018, 36 postal operators participated in the UNEX™ system
to measure the speed and reliability of letter mail processes
(envelopes and small packets) with a total of 420,000 test
letters sent and received, equipped with a RFID active or
passive tag for almost all test items. More than 4,000 volunteer
panellists participated in the different modules of the 2018
UNEX™ measurement.

The quality of service for letter mail measured by the UNEX™
CEN module was below the European objectives – the third
time since 1998 – although average delivery time has improved
from 2.9 days in 2017 to 2.7 in 2018.

The UNEX™ team implemented a new measurement
methodology as per the conclusion of the IPC board’s Future
of Measurement business case. This business case delivered
well beyond the expected cost efficiency levels: the UNEX™
measurement achieved a 27% cost saving compared to 2017
in base running fees, while having significantly expanded the
scope of the INTERCONNECT Economy packets measurement.
By end of the first quarter of 2018, the previous UNEX™
2013 contract and measurement systems were completed

2018 UNEX™ results
The results of the UNEX™ CEN specific measurement showed
that in 2018, 78.7% of international priority and first-class
letter envelopes in Europe were delivered within three days of
posting and 94.4% within five days.

The objectives as set out by the European Commission in the
1997 Postal Directive, impose that 85% of intra-EU crossborder priority/first class letter mail should be delivered within
three days of posting (i.e. the speed indicator), and that 97%
of intra-EU letter mail envelopes should be delivered within
five days of posting (i.e. the reliability indicator), from posting
in the origin country to delivery to the final addressee in the
destination country. The methodology for the specific UNEX™
CEN module within the UNEX™ overall measurement is driven
by the European Committee for Standardization CEN Standard
EN13850:2012 for end-to-end transit times measurement for
single piece priority letter mail.

IPC ANNUAL REVIEW 2018
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Using standardised equipment which is centrally
managed for cross-border delivery is an essential
instrument to optimise operations, achieve
savings and ultimately, improve performance.

Facilitating intercompany pricing
In 2018, two new signatories, An Post and Lietuvos Paštas,
joined the INTERCONNECT Remuneration Agreement – Europe
(IRA–E) which brought the total number of signatories to 24
for the year 2018. Launched in 2016, the IRA-E is the first
multilateral Terminal Dues Agreement which covers both letter
mail and parcels, providing a larger scope of quality with an
end-to-end dimension. By being part of the new Agreement,
postal operators are able to address the increasing importance
of e-commerce volumes whilst continuing to monitor letter mail.
Throughout 2018, the IRA–E Agreement was reviewed to
address the current dynamics within the postal sector. IRA–E
signatories emphasised the importance of providing a highquality service which is also reliable and can maintain the
growing operational pressures.
Thanks to the commitment and fruitful cooperation within the
IRA–E community, the methodology of the calculation of the
Terminal Dues rates in 2018 have been revised and adjusted
to better reflect individual operational realities of each postal
operator with the objective to strengthen their competitiveness
on the market.
Aside from the work on IRA–E, IPC has been expanding its
e-accounting tool, iPep. The tool allows for the transparent,
efficient and paperless accounting of terminal dues and is
used by 30 postal operators. The iPep tool enables postal
operators, regardless of their participation in any Terminal
Dues agreements, to exchange and track their accounting
from start to end.

18
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During the year, the system has been further upgraded to
cover UPU accounting and support the IRA–E Agreement.
Further upgrades were made to the system throughout the
year, with the inclusion of an additional report which facilitates
the yearly real mail weight collection process. By doing so,
clear efficiency gains and resource savings from postal
operators have occurred. Further expansion of the iPep
system is planned in 2019 to expand its scope and improve
functionalities. iPep will also improve functionalities to increase
participation beyond the IPC and IRA–E communities.
Another key objective will be to further strengthen the
commercial reasoning of the Agreement by ensuring stronger
focus on the remuneration of parcels and e-commerce traffic,
with close attention to the relevant developments in the UPU
framework.

Benefiting from pooling resources
Using standardised equipment which is centrally managed
for cross-border delivery is an essential instrument to
optimise operations, achieve savings and ultimately, improve
performance.
The IPC Pools, which consists of the IPC Bag Pool, IPC Tray
Pool and IPC Pallet Box are a range of IPC-developed tools
and systems that were created to answer the needs of postal
operators and streamline the postal process.
The IPC Bag Pool is a shared pool of long-lasting and
environmentally friendly mail bags, which were designed to
sustain the wear and tear of day-to-day operations. Used
specifically for priority letter mail, registered mail and letter
packet mail, the IPC Bag Pool can hold up to 30 kg, which is
ideal for the transportation of magazines, posters and other
postal items which cannot be machine sorted.
This year, the total number of exchanged IPC Bags remained
stable, at around 1m bags. The number of Bags that were lost
in transportation was 5.7%, which was below the threshold of
10% anticipated by the Multilateral Agreement. The number of
participants in the IPC Bag Pool remained stable. Next year,
more opportunities to expand the Pool will be explored.
The IPC Pallet Box is another solution which was created
to streamline the postal process. The IPC Pallet Box is fully
stackable, durable and lightweight, which allows multiple
Boxes to be used at the same time. Both weather and chemical
resistant, the IPC Pallet Box is suitable for long distances. By
allowing posts to maximise the load capacity and reduce the
number of trucks, the IPC Pallet Box contributes to postal
sustainability goals. Throughout 2018, the IPC Pallet Box
membership grew, with POST Luxembourg joining the Pool
and Poste Italiane accepting to receive IPC Pallet Boxes
coming from other Pool members. The number of Pallet Boxes
exchanged grew by 35% in 2018 and is expected to grow
further in 2019.
Alongside the IPC Pallet Box and Bag Pool, the IPC Tray Pool
is another service aiming to avoid the various bottlenecks
which occur within the postal network. The IPC Tray Pool is a
network of standard and durable plastic trays which transports
international letter mail. The Tray Pool has a unique “one size
fits all” design and can carry multiple mail types eliminating
the need for more than one type of container. The IPC Tray
Pool stock and the number of participants remained stable.
The number of Trays exchanged decreased to below 5m,
reflecting the decreasing levels in letter mail. The total loss of
Trays this year was less than 5%, which is below the threshold
set by the Multilateral Agreement of 10%. This means that
there will be no need for IPC to purchase more Trays in 2019.

Sprinter Network
The Sprinter Network is used by its members to provide
an alternative to air transport whilst solving capacity and
reliability issues which may occur when transporting mail by
air. Using the Sprinter Network ensures that sending mail
remains flexible for postal operators when sending priority
mail. The number of participating posts remained stable at
eight operators in 2018. Volumes of postal items sent via
the Sprinter Network increased by 85% with five additional
vehicles being used. Four new routes opened, extending the
opportunities of volume increases.

IPC Pallet Box
RFID tracking

Security

Easy folding for
stock management

Flap for easy access

External dimensions

L 1200 x W 800 x H 1200 mm
“Euro Pallet” - Fourway entry

Internal dimensions:

L 1150 x W 745 x H 1000 mm

Tare weight:

25,7 kg

Net weight:

200 kg

Stack:

H 275 mm x 8 (full stack - folded)
H 1200 mm x 2 (full stack - unfolded)

Truck load:

66 Full (double stacked) - 264 Folded
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PROVIDING PLATFORMS

GIVING POSTS
A STRONG VOICE AND
A STRATEGIC EDGE
In 1989, computers were
not yet a household item
and many people were
still using typewriters.
In 2050, will computers
still be a part of daily life,
and will 3D printing be
widely available?
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Providing a platform for postal executives and experts to exchange best practices is part of IPC’s
core structure. By giving posts the opportunity to meet and discuss strategic trends and challenges
within the industry, posts are able to make informed decisions and build synergies.

Postal disruption
The IPC Annual Conference is a platform for postal CEOs to
come together and discuss strategic topics that are affecting
the postal industry.

format was continued and was again moderated by Mark
Harrison, IPC Head of Markets.

“Disruptive technologies and business models in today’s
economy and how posts can embrace them” was the key topic
of the IPC 2018 Annual Conference held in Vancouver, Canada.
The topic focused on how emerging technologies such as
crowd shipping, car sharing and driverless cars are influencing
the postal industry, and the how these technologies can impact
the postal industry’s model of traditional delivery methods.

Speakers at the Annual Conference included speakers from
leading logistics companies in the United States and Asia,
such as: Charlie Chen, Regional Special Projects Lead,
Lalamove; Javier Cuesta Nuin, former Executive Chairman,
Correos; David McRedmond, CEO, An Post; Susanne Ruoff,
former CEO, Swiss Post; Andrea Sapuppo, Director Surface
and Air Transportation, Amazon; Koen Van Gerven, CEO,
bpost; Phillipe Wahl, CEO, Le Groupe La Poste.

In 2017, the format of the IPC Annual Conference evolved to a
new and interactive TV show format to allow for an interactive
debate among speakers and participants. In 2018, the new

In 2019, the IPC Annual Conference will take place in Bonn,
Germany, and will focus on the sustainability of the postal
sector and the challenges for the next ten years.

Raising visibility
Representatives from seven posts participated in the fourth IPC
Communications Workshop held in Brussels on 22-23 March
2018. The workshop was an occasion for participants to learn
about best practices on the use and monitoring of social media
by other posts. A social media benchmarking report prepared
by IPC’s communication team looked at the social media
presence of postal operators in the 24 markets representing
IPC members, with a comparison with telecoms operators.
Guest speakers included a social media specialist from
Proximus who shared her experiences in the telecoms sector,
and a social media influencer. One of the highlights of the
workshop was the visit to the new bpost Brussels X sorting
centre, which opened at the end of 2017, with the aim to
address the rapid increase in e-commerce volumes.
On the occasion of the World Post Day 2018, a social media
challenge was launched by IPC with posts from Ireland,

Austria, Belgium, Spain, France, New Zealand, Finland, Italy,
UK, Switzerland United States and Luxembourg. The joint
video raised more than 40,000 views.
Throughout the year, IPC’s communication team launched
several campaigns to raise the visibility of cross-border
postal solutions. IPC was present at a number of external
conferences to raise awareness of its services or sharing the
latest trends on postal and e-commerce markets, including:
the 10th E-commerce Conference, Cyprus; the Annual EU
E-commerce Conference, Brussels; the International PlusForum Online and Offline retail, Moscow; Post and Parcel
Europe, Berlin; Postalvision 2020, Pentagon City, US; World
Mail and Express Europe, London; Leaders in E-commerce
Delivery, London; Envelope Manufacturers (FEPE) Congress,
Tallinn; Post Expo 2018, Hamburg; Annual Post and Parcel
Services Conference Asia-Pacific, Shanghai.
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IPC Drivers’ challenge at Estoril

Driving the sustainability debate
Almost a decade ago, IPC created a sector-wide initiative,
encouraging postal operators to become more sustainable –
the IPC Environmental Measurement and Monitoring System
(EMMS). Together, posts have demonstrated continued
improvement in their carbon management proficiency,
reduction in sector carbon emissions and improving carbon
efficiency.

efficiency – reducing emissions per letter mail item from 36.9
grams CO2 in 2013 to 35.3 grams per item in 2017. For parcels,
this has been improved from 505 grams per item in 2013 to
424 grams per item in 2017. This represents a 16% decrease
in emissions per parcel in just four years.

IPC Drivers’ Challenge
In 2018, IPC published its annual Postal Sector Sustainability
Report, analysing the performance of the EMMS participants
in 2017. During that year, participants achieved an average
Carbon Management Proficiency (CMP) score of 88%,
representing a 32 percentage point increase from the 2008
baseline of 56%. This equates to an average annual increase of
3.6 percentage points since the baseline, considerably higher
than the annual increase of 2.8 points required to reach the 90%
CMP target. The number of posts individually reaching the 90%
target continues to increase - in 2018, ten of the 20 posts in the
programme scored 90%. The EMMS group therefore remains
on target to achieve its goal of a 90% CMP score by 2020.
The EMMS group has also exceeded expectations in its
impressive reduction of carbon emissions. In 2014, the
group achieved a 20% reduction in absolute Scope 1 and 2
emissions since the 2008 baseline, reaching the EMMS target
six years early. The latest figures (2017) show the group’s
annual carbon emissions have decreased by 29.7% since
2008 – from 8,830,000 to 6,211,000 tonnes – representing a
financial saving of €1.74bn through lower fuel and electricity
consumption. The group has also improved its carbon
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In April 2018, IPC held the fifth IPC Drivers’ Challenge in Estoril,
Portugal, in collaboration with CTT Portugal Post. Eleven teams
from nine postal operators participated in the event (An Post,
Ireland; bpost, Belgium; Correos, Spain; Le Groupe La Poste,
France; Posti, Finland; Posten Norge, Norway; PostNL, the
Netherlands and PostNord, Sweden/Denmark). This year, the
competition included a new electric vehicle driving challenge,
underlining the important role these types of vehicles will play in
the future of postal sector sustainability. The Portuguese team
won the 2018 IPC Drivers’ Challenge, with Belgium and France
placing second and third in the competition, respectively.
The event was followed in May 2018 by IPC’s annual twoday Sustainability Workshop in Brussels, attended by 14
participants from eleven posts. The workshop is an excellent
opportunity for internal networking within the EMMS group,
and another chance for best practice sharing among our
members. This was demonstrated by the outstanding
feedback the workshop received – a rating of 9.5 (out of 10) in
IPC’s feedback survey.

The reference on the global postal sector
To stimulate postal transformation through market research
and strategic thinking, IPC’s Marketing team produces a
range of reports analysing industry and operator performance,
including the IPC Global Postal Industry Report, IPC Carrier
Intelligence Reports and IPC Global Monitor.

A detailed insight into the postal industry
The postal landscape has changed dramatically over the last
decade. Posts are delivering far fewer letters and many more
e-commerce packets and parcels. Many mail markets have been
liberalised and competition in the parcels market has intensified.
The industry has also become more diversified and developed
an increasingly strong focus on e-commerce logistics.
Now in its tenth edition, the IPC Global Postal Industry Report
(GPIR) continues to provide an in-depth review of the postal
sector. In addition to the 72 charts tracking overall market
trends, the report includes detailed performance comparisons
across 50 posts from Asia Pacific, Europe, North America
and BRICS countries, as well as integrators UPS and FedEx.
With its twelve deep-dive articles and timeline of key events,
the report also keeps on top of market news, hot topics and
disruptive forces.
The latest GPIR illuminates some key trends. Despite significant
structural change, the postal industry remains resilient:

industry revenue reached €392.3bn in 2017, up €7.2bn on
2016 results. Mail remains the industry’s largest segment
but declined by €3.2bn on aggregate, as structural volume
declines were only in part offset by price increases and growth
in lightweight e-commerce packets. Parcels and logistics were
the two engines of industry growth in 2017, up €9.0bn and
€1.5bn respectively; both were fuelled by e-commerce and
now account for over a third of industry revenue.
While the GPIR tracks industry trends, the IPC Carrier
Intelligence Reports focus on the performance of individual
postal and parcel operators. These operator-specific reports
provide instant access to critical financial, operational,
strategic and market information for over 50 leading operators
from Asia Pacific, Europe, North America and BRICS countries
in an easy-to-read, consistent format. In 2018, enhancements
included a new peer comparison analysis and detailed market
and competitor profiles.
Moreover, the IPC Global Monitor, based on confidential
data provided to IPC via regular member questionnaires, is
a family of reports that allows IPC members to benchmark
performance against their peers on a regular basis. The
quarterly Executive Report monitors volume and revenue
trends across mail and parcel products, while the biannual
HR report tracks human resource key performance indicators
across employment, productivity, diversity, training and
occupational health and safety.

Regulating the postal industry
The postal sector is rapidly changing to accommodate the
mass of e-commerce packages being sent cross-border. As
more packages are sent, it becomes vital that laws are created
to ensure that both posts and consumers are protected and
online shopping remains safe and fair.
In order to accommodate the changes within the postal
industry, IPC implemented a User Group of IPC members,
specifically created to access, discuss and create solutions
to the challenges which are faced by the postal sector.

Part of the feedback given, was to create specific studies
on regulatory subjects which have been implemented and
actively appreciated. Other IPC Regulatory products which
were assessed and improved included the IPC Regulatory
Portal, which was updated to include new reports, and the
IPC Regulatory Flashes, which were improved to include
targeted regulatory articles from a wider range of sources.
The IPC Postal Regulatory Database, the main publication
for the Regulatory department was also improved to include
several new countries, bringing the total to 51.
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WHAT IS GOING TO CHANGE IN THE NEXT 30 YEARS?

GLOBAL TRENDS
Global population

2000

6.15bn in 2000

+60%

By 2050, the world’s
population is set to
grow by over 60%.

world population
growth by 2050

Digitisation

68%

living in urban areas
by 2050

48%
in 2000

9.77bn in 2050

Asia + Africa + Europe + Americas Asia + Africa + Europe + Americas

1%
in 2000

82%

Smartphone access
by 2030
By 2030, 82% of
households will have a
smartphone, compared to
only 1% in 2000.

Urbanisation
By 2050, a bigger share of the population will
live in urban areas, putting additional pressure
on transport and infrastructure.

of total retail will be
online in 2022

Ageing
Twenty percent
of the world’s
population will be
older than 60 in
2050, compared
to 10% in 2000.
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14.1%

E-commerce

20%

10% will be over 60
in 2000
by 2050
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In 2022, e-commerce
will account for
14.1% of total retail,
compared to only
1.2% in 2002.

POSTAL TRENDS
Mail volume

Parcel & express volume

-64%

total mail volume
decline by 2050

If current e-commerce and
delivery trends continue, posts’
parcels and express volumes will
grow by more than 600% by 2050.

2050

+634%

2000

By 2050, traditional mail volumes are
expected to decline by over 60%,
compared to 2015.

2050

parcel & express
volume by 2050
2015

2000

2050

Jeff Bezos (Amazon):

What’s not going to change in the next 10 years?
“I very frequently get the question: ‘What’s going to change in the next 10 years?’
And that is a very interesting question; it’s a very common one. I almost never get the
question: ‘What’s not going to change in the next 10 years?’ And I submit to you that
that second question is actually the more important of the two - because you can build
a business strategy around the things that are stable in time....
In our retail business, we know that customers want low prices, and I know that’s going
to be true 10 years from now. They want fast delivery; they want vast selection.
It’s impossible to imagine a future 10 years from now where a customer comes up and
says, ‘Jeff I love Amazon; I just wish the prices were a little higher,’ [or] ‘I love Amazon;
I just wish you’d deliver a little more slowly.’
Impossible.
And so the effort we put into those things, spinning those things up, we know the energy
we put into it today will still be paying off dividends for our customers 10 years from
now. When you have something that you know is true, even over the long term, you can
afford to put a lot of energy into it.”

Sources: Euromonitor International, OECD, UN. Mail volume forecast based on volume analysis of 18 postal operators. Parcels and express volume forecast based on extrapolation
of Euromonitor forecasts and volume analysis of 20 postal operators.
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CLOSING THE GAP

INTEGRATING THE
SUPPLY CHAIN
In 1989, postal
workers delivered
mostly letter mail with
very little parcels.
In 2050, will robots assist
postal workers or will they
take over the delivery of
letter mail and parcels?
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Providing a reliable delivery service requires full end-to-end visibility throughout the postal process
and engagement with all stakeholders in the supply chain. IPC has a long record of reinforcing
relations with airlines and ground handlers to ensure a fully transparent handover process at origin
and destination airports.

Reinforcing cooperation with airlines
The Future of Mail by Air initiative (FoMbA) was created as a
response to the changes within the postal and airline industries.
FoMbA supported growing market demands during a period
when the transportation network for mail was unreliable and
unsustainable. Through the initiative, the relationship and
collaboration between airlines and posts quickly deepened
and they were able to find mutually beneficial solutions.
In 2018, the users of the FoMbA Key Performance Indicators
(KPI) dashboard increased by almost 20% with new users
including both postal operators and airlines. Furthermore,
the EDI Guide – an overview of EDI technology and the
methods used by postal and airlines industries to improve the
air carriage of cross-border postal items – was produced in
French and Russian to further disseminate knowledge about
the postal EDI exchanges.

Mail Registration Device (MRD)
IPC’s Mail Registration Device (MRD) is a simple and effective
electronic registration device which offers users a streamlined
airmail handover process. This year, a total of 800,000
registrations were completed, adding the MRD POD (Proof of
Delivery) dates and times to over 24.5m receptacles in 2018 –
an increase of more than 10% compared to 2017.
This year, the number of new installations remained stagnant.
Instead, the focus of the Mail Registration Device service
turned towards stabilising existing operations and setting
targeted action plans per airport to improve the quality of
the MRD registration process and improve visibility. An
assessment of current market needs and new technologies
in the market has led to the decision to upgrade the MRD
hardware and software in 2019.
IPC’s Mail Registration Device plans to deploy a new operating
system, with a new and upgraded model of the MRD scanner
being rolled out. This will ensure that users have more security,
more reliability and an increased stability of the system. The new
scanner will also help reduce the amount of technical issues
relating to the device while providing faster processing times.

The Standard Operating and Messaging Procedures (SOMP)
were thoroughly reviewed and updated, leading to the
publication of the postal procedures in the IATA Master
Operating Plan and Cargo Procedures document, which is
the main reference worldwide for cargo operations. The group
also worked on the design of the to-be developed application
to support electronic settlement and invoicing between posts
and airlines, called PARIS (Post Airline Reconciliation before
Invoicing Solution). Lastly, focus was put on the improvement
of the leg 2 KPIs to support the improvement of the quality of
operations within the network.
In 2019, FoMbA will focus on the development of PARIS, and
on the expansion of FoMbA’s reporting tools for consignment
monitoring.
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airports around the world use
an IPC Mail Registration Device
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Forecasting (IFABS)
Postal Operators
Forecast
(CFS)

Route
Management
(RMS)

Allocation
(AAS)

Booking
(BAS)

Air Carriers

IPC’s Integrated Forecasting, Allocation and Booking Solution
(IFABS) was created as a result of a continued cooperation
between postal operators and the airline industry. The solution
was designed to optimise the procedures relating to airmail.
The full IPC IFABS solution consists of four separate modules,
each of which covers an autonomous cluster of functionalities.
Depending on the specific needs of each post or airline, these
modules can be used as separate solutions, while all of them
combined provide an end-to-end integrated solution.
Throughout 2018, the tool was redesigned for optimal use,
while forecasts generated by the tool increased by 50%. New
features of the tool will include inbound forecasting, which
allows posts to plan for incoming volumes, especially during
peak periods. The improved tool is planned for release in 2019.

RFID Tracking
Radio Frequency Identification technology is used as the
backbone to a number of IPC’s services. In the case of RFID
Item Tracking, it is used to provide transparency and visibility
to untracked e-commerce items. Additionally, in the case of
tracked e-commerce items, the RFID Item Tracking solution is
used as an alternative to barcodes when tracking international
mail items. Barcodes rely on a barcode scanner to read items,
whereas RFID information is read using radio signals without
any direct human intervention.
The RFID Item Tracking network consists of 29 postal operators
worldwide currently. In 2018, the RFID item tracking solution
achieved (compared to the previous year) a 70% growth of live
e-commerce items being tracking with an RFID tag. The RFID

tracked item is part of the product portfolio for e-commerce of
five postal operators offering their customers an item tracking
solution for low-cost e-commerce goods.
In 2018, the main focus has been on stabilising the processes
and tools for this operational solution, transitioning from
project management approach into a service management for
its postal users. For 2019, the plan is to expand the service
in terms of other tracking solutions using RFID services and
network. For this last purpose, IPC and other RFID network
managing organisations have initiated an interoperability pilot
to investigate how they can build a working model covering
countries in all existing RFID networks.

Barcodes rely on a barcode scanner to read items, whereas
RFID information is read using radio signals without any direct
human intervention.
28
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Underpinning international postal products
IPC provides a wide range of performance monitoring reports to international postal products. These products can also rely on
IPC solutions, which link all operators’ customer service centres and allows them to promptly and efficiently handle cross-border
customer enquiries.

EPG

Dedicated monthly and yearly reports are provided to the
EMS Unit and postal operators on their GCSS performance,
allowing them to identify potential issues in replying to
customers on time.

EPG
The E-Parcel Group (EPG) consists of 31 European postal
operators. IPC centrally manages EPG’s business plans,
monthly performance monitoring and reporting and also its
payment reports. EPG is a reliable and trusted network for the
exchange of parcels within the larger European area.
Throughout the year, IPC improved the exchange of EDI
data, making the use of EMSEVT v3 mandatory, and worked
on the alignment of the allowed action/reason codes with
INTERCONNECT to be used with EMSEVT v3 events. The
work was also presented at the Standard Board Experts
Group at the UPU for recommended alignment with EMS and
UPU parcels and letters.
Beyond this, EPG focused on developing the identification,
flagging and the separate billing of “cumbersome” items such
as those which exceed the size of a standard EPG parcel. A
contingency plan was also created for the United Kingdom’s
exit from the EU, which will map out all of the necessary
operational changes for future traffic coming in and out of the
United Kingdom.
An additional service to the EPG Operators has recently been
created and provided: the EPG Accounting Tool, a userfriendly Excel file allowing the Operators to easily calculate the
amount to be invoiced by the destination party to the origin
party and easily create the invoice via the CP75 form. Thanks
to this tool, the EPG Operators can calculate invoice amounts,
as creditor and debtor, for all Partners in a few minutes. Ideas
have already been recorded to enlarge this tool to other areas
and volumes.

EMS
The Express Mail Service (EMS) is an international UPU postal
service for documents and merchandise, with IPC providing
tracking information to over 180 postal operators worldwide
via the EMS website.
The Global Customer Service System (GCSS) is an IPC
developed tool used by the EMS Operators worldwide to enable
the electronic exchange of customers’ inquiries augmented
with item tracking information and, applying predetermined
measured business rules to the inquiry process.

PRIME
PRIME is a member driven network of 153 postal operators
working together to deliver cross-border tracked packet
solutions for the e-commerce market. To maintain its high
standards, PRIME is consistently supporting its members
to improve its network. This year, it included a database
migration and the transfer of GCSS reports which will be
completed in 2019.
Alongside the excelling number of volumes exchanged
among PRIME signatories, the service continued to grow,
with five new members joining the PRIME community and 15
signatories joining PRIME agreements.

KPG
The Kahala Posts Group (KPG) is an international alliance of
the postal administrations of 11 countries, mostly located in
the Asia-Pacific region. Launched in 2002 by six major postal
administrations, KPG services are based on extended EMS
and Air Parcels services and it conforms to the EMS standards
established by the Universal Postal Union (UPU).
Since then, IPC has been providing central information
systems and services for the group as well as supporting
KPG business initiatives in areas such as Customer Service,
Performance Reporting, Claims Registration and Liability
Assignment, and Accounting.
One of the currently ongoing KPG projects is the migration
of all KPG reports from legacy systems to the IPC New
Generation Systems (NGS). After the successful closure of
phase 1 of the project, the focus in 2019 will be to initiate
and deliver Phase 2 which aims to migrate the last set of KPG
reports still in legacy systems (Claims and Liability reports)
to the NGS.
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UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL OF E-COMMERCE

STREAMLINING
CROSS-BORDER
DELIVERIES
In 1989, postal
operators were still
using traditional
vehicles for the
delivery of mail.
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In 2050, will
driverless vehicles
be the norm alongside
other eco-friendly
methods?

Annually, the number of consumers whom regularly make cross-border e-commerce purchases
rises. The IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce Shopper Survey has shown that currently, 20 percent of
consumers shop online once a week, generating high volumes of packages. With 40 percent of all
global packages coming from China, it is vital that they are managed efficiently by postal operators,
especially during peak periods.
To accommodate these rising statistics, IPC has created a suite of services to ensure that both
e-retailers and consumers are able to avoid the bottlenecks that may occur when buying or
shipping internationally, and allow both parties to send and receive packages seamlessly.

How do shoppers want their goods delivered?
As part of its strategic goal to help its members adapt to
rapidly changing consumer needs, IPC has developed the IPC
Cross-Border E-Commerce Shopper Survey.
This is the most extensive research project of its kind and
its objectives are to understand consumer preferences
and experiences in relation to the delivery of cross-border
e-commerce items. The IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce
Shopper Survey has established itself as the first global survey
focusing specifically on cross-border e-commerce.
The survey has gained significant traction since its conception,
increasing the number of countries participating annually. In
2018, the survey was increased to include an additional ten
countries, bringing the total number of participating countries
to 41. This includes 23 IPC members and Canada, China,
Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Latvia, Malaysia, Mexico,
Philippines, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Slovenia, South
Korea, Thailand and Vietnam. The expansion was made
possible with an agreement and funding by the Asia Pacific
Post (APP), Saudi Post, Latvia Post and Slovenia Post.

Findings have continued to show that consumers largely buy
from global retailers such as Amazon (23%), Alibaba (16%)
and eBay (14%), with almost 38% of consumers worldwide
purchasing parcels from China at least one a year.
The 2018 edition of the survey found that due to the changing
expectations of consumers, more and more online shoppers
are willing to pay for sustainable packaging (60%) and would
like to see more postal operators use sustainable delivery
methods (47%).
This year’s report also included a trend analysis showing what
has changed (or remained the same) in e-commerce trends
since the IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce Shopper Survey
began in 2016. Trends included in the report showed that the
consumer preference to use a smartphone to shop crossborder has grown 15% (14% to 29%) since 2016.
The IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce Shopper Survey is
continuously improving and increasing the number of
participants in order to have a comprehensive view on the
shopping trends of consumers worldwide. IPC hopes to
collaborate with other postal organisations in the future to
further expand the coverage of the survey.

The IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce
Shopper Survey has established itself
as the first global survey focusing
specifically on cross-border e-commerce.
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INTERCONNECT
In 2018, the total number of INTERCONNECT tracked
volumes rose significantly: from under 1m items per month
throughout 2017, to over 4.6m items on a monthly basis from
December 2018 onwards, accounting for over a third of all
tracked items eligible to be sent via the network.
INTERCONNECT is an IPC service connecting 31 postal
operators in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific, joining
forces to offer e-retailers, SMEs and consumers a reliable endto-end cross-border delivery service. The network’s main goal
is to enable posts to increase their volumes and share of the
cross-border e-commerce delivery market.

INTERCONNECT covers cross-border packets up to 2kg and
parcels up to 30kg and offers three service levels: Premium,
Standard and Economy.
A management group was established in collaboration with
the network’s members (the INTERCONNECT Operations
Working Group, or IOWG). This management group consists
of operational experts who have advisory and consultative
roles on all operational matters within INTERCONNECT.
Together, the IOWG have collaborated successfully with the
INTERCONNECT Operations Steering Committee (IOSC) and
have had ten proposals endorsed in 2018.
IPC also launched the ITMATT module (ITMATT messages
used for customs clearance for packages) for the BI Tool
– IPC’s single reporting tool – which gives members a tool
to monitor ITMATT provision and data quality. Throughout
the year, several successful training sessions have been
conducted on the BI Tool’s functionalities.

Over 4.6m items were sent
through the INTERCONNECT
network in December 2018,
accounting for a third of all
tracked items eligible to be
sent via the network.

Given the importance of Advanced Electronic Data, IPC
will keep ITMATT provision and quality in focus of its
upgrading activities. Recently, a centralised repository of
INTERCONNECT related documents, changes and decisions
that have been made through the past few years has been
published on the IPC website. Furthermore, IPC will roll out
the INTERCONNECT target plan in 2019, which aims to
expand the service to strategic areas such as Asia and key
trade lanes. The plan will include the IPC Dynamic Merchant
Platform and Postal Delivery Duty Paid as an integral service.
From May 2019 onwards IOWG and IOSC will also increase
their focus on the deployment of additional services such as
returns and delivery choice while also investigating specific
customs-related matters.

Notification Service
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The IPC Notification Service was created in response to the
growing needs of both e-retailers and consumers. By using the
Notification Service, consumers are able to receive updates
about their packages at various stages of the delivery process.
The main advantage of the system is that consumers will be
able to keep track of their cross-border deliveries in the same
way that they do with domestic purchases.

is also available in ten languages: customers are able to receive
notifications in English, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Greek,
Italian, Portuguese, Russian and Mandarin Chinese.

The Notification Service is driven by data which is stored in the
IPC Data Hub. The system is fully customisable, with postal
operators being able to change website templates to the needs
of consumers and a customisable email template. The system

The Notification Service will continue to expand its services
and will soon allow postal operators and e-retailers to
arrange returns on their items automatically without needing
consumers to register for the service.
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In 2018, the Notification Service was extended to work with
the IPC Dynamic Merchant Platform and was integrated into
the IPC API Portal.

Dynamic Merchant Platform
Cross-border e-commerce shopping is not always simple.
Costs such as shipping, customs and country restrictions are
not always clear for consumers when purchasing goods online.
To be able to provide a seamless cross-border e-commerce
experience, IPC developed the Dynamic Merchant Platform
(DMP).
The DMP is a modular suite of in-cart solutions which aims to
solve the everyday confusions of cross-border shopping. By
ensuring all costs – including customs duties and taxes – are
clearly marked at the checkout stage of the shopping process,
the service embraces all of the key steps of the process.
The DMP allows e-retailers to offer e-buyers a full range of
delivery options available in their origin country. The solution
provides customers with a consistent and seamless online
shopping experience, whether they are buying domestically
or abroad.
The platform is modular, which means that each of the solutions
can be easily integrated as APIs into e-retailer websites and
can be marketed and implemented independently, allowing for
optimal flexibility.
The Dynamic Merchant Platform was released in May 2018.
Following the release, a Working Group was established with
10 posts participating (Australia Post, Deutsche Post DHL
Group, PostNord, Correos, Le Groupe La Poste, Royal Mail,
Poste Italiane, PostNL, CTT Portugal Post, USPS).
The main focus of the Dynamic Merchant Platform in 2019
is to look for further enhancements and new services such
as Postal Delivered Duties Paid. Other goals for the service
include increasing membership.

The solutions offered by the
DMP include:
• A landed cost calculator, offering full cost visibility
at checkout
• Regulatory compliance plugins, notifying the
e-shopper whether a certain item can be delivered
to their country
• A document management solution, streamlining
customs processes
• A notification service, providing convenient delivery
status updates
• Tracking services, generating full visibility of the
delivery chain
• A harmonised label solution, reducing overlabelled
items and improving operations
• An easy returns solution for both consumers and
e-retailers, ensuring cross-border packages can be
easily returned.

Returns
As more consumers make purchases online, the number of
returned packages is also increasing, including cross-border
returns. The most recent IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce
Shopper Survey found that 8% of consumers return their
cross-border packages. To accommodate the rising levels of
returns, the IPC Common Return Platform (CRP) has created
an initiative which allows for the easy return of cross-border
packages for e-retailers and postal operators.

The IPC Common Returns Platform has reached over 10m
returned items since its launch in 2010. This year, a record
was reached with 3m items returned through the system, while
7m labels were printed during the same period.
The IPC Common Returns Platform will continue to expand its
scope and offer new services in 2019 such as duty drawback
process and consolidated returns.

Currently used by 30 postal operators, the Common Return
Platform was enhanced in 2018 to also accept domestic
returns on top of cross-border packages.
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Global Customer Service System (GCSS)
The IPC Global Customer Service System was created
to resolve customer queries on tracked items as fast and
efficiently as possible. The system is the ideal tool to answer
the ever-increasing demands from retailers and consumers as
the number of packages being sent worldwide grows.
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During 2018, a new governance model and an expansion
plan for the GCSS system was developed. Alongside this,
the system received three updates which improved the
system for users.
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IPC’s Global Customer Service System answers queries for
services such as INTERCONNECT, EPG, PRIME, EMS, UPU
Parcels and KPG. The system links 279 postal call centres in

185 countries and is unique in the postal industry. The measured
inquiries processes are augmented with tracking information
bringing a focus to timely quality communicationand allows for
the prompt resolution of inquiries.
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THE IPC SERVICE CATALOGUE

2018
CORPORATE

The IPC Service Catalogue is a full overview of the
services profiled in IPC Annual Review.

IPC SERVICE
CATALOGUE
2018

If you would like to read the IPC Service Catalogue,
please scan the QR code or consult the IPC website.

Providing solutions to the
global postal industry
108 pages
November 2018
Download

www.ipc.be

Download the
publication
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IPC MEMBERS
Australia

Christine Holgate

Australia Post
Group CEO and Managing
Director

Finland

Heikki Malinen

Posti Corporation
President and CEO

Hungary

György Schamschula
Magyar Posta
Chief Executive Officer
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Austria

Georg Pölzl

Österreichische Post AG
Chairman and CEO

France

Philippe Wahl

Le Groupe La Poste
Chairman and CEO

Iceland

Ingimundur Sigurpalsson
Iceland Post
Managing Director and CEO

Belgium

Koen Van Gerven

bpost
Chief Executive Officer

Germany

Frank Appel

Deutsche Post DHL Group
Chief Executive Officer

Ireland

David McRedmond

An Post
Chief Executive Officer

Cyprus

Andreas Gregoriou
Cyprus Post
Director

Greece

Elias Athanasiou

Hellenic Post - ELTA
Chief Executive Officer

Italy

Matteo Del Fante

Poste Italiane SPA
CEO and General Manager

Luxembourg

Claude Strasser

POST Luxembourg Group
Chief Executive Officer

Portugal

Francisco de Lacerda
CTT Portugal Post
Chief Executive Officer

United Kingdom

Rico Back

Royal Mail Group plc
Group Chief Executive Officer

Netherlands

Herna Verhagen

PostNL
Chief Executive Officer

Spain

Juan Manuel Serrano
Correos
Executive Chairman

New Zealand

David Walsh

New Zealand Post
Group Chief Executive Officer

Sweden & Denmark

Annemarie Gardshol
PostNord AB
Acting Group CEO

Norway

Tone Wille

Posten Norge
Chief Executive Officer

Switzerland

Roberto Cirillo

Swiss Post
Chief Executive Officer

United States

Megan J Brennan

United States Postal Service
Postmaster General and CEO
* Status in April 2019
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International Post Corporation
Avenue du Bourget 44
1130 Brussels, Belgium
Tel +32 (0)2 724 72 11
www.ipc.be
info@ipc.be

